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Since the International Geophysical Year (1957-
1958), increasing activity around McMurdo Station
and Scott Base has resulted in contamination not
only with radio waves, but also with lights, vibra-
tions, earth currents, and other types of interfer-
ence.

Radio interference, for example, is a major prob-
lem in relation to both communication and experi-
mental equipment.

Experiments requiring a low background radio
noise level (e.g., reception of whistlers and very low
frequency emissions) have been degraded by inter-
ference from transmitters, power sources, and the
like; winter auroral and airglow experiments, by
lights and haze clouds; and seismic experiments, by
manmade earth vibrations.

To solve general interference problems, the U.S.
National Science Foundation and the New Zealand
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
sponsored a study of noise levels present in the area.
The aim of the study was to measure noise levels
near the bases and evaluate the possibility of estab-
lishing a quiet station for experiments adversely
affected by noise.

A complete study, with measurements of all types
of noise, was not feasible—partly because of the
limited time, and partly because interference to
equipment operated only in the winter (such as
that used in the auroral experiments) could not be
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measured during the austral summer, when our
work took place. Furthermore, some noise types
are rather difficult to measure, whereas quantitative
measurements of radio noise levels are easily ob-
tained. To pinpoint a quiet location, with year-
round accessibility, radio noise levels were measured
during November 1970 at 19 sites within 100 kilo-
meters of McMurdo. Noise measurement sites on
Ross Island are shown in figs. 1 and 2.

Radio noise survey
The Scott Base-McMurdo Station area is effec-

tively a small industrial town. Because of their
isolation, the bases are largely self-contained, with
more equipment than would normally be available
in a town of equivalent size at a more civilized
location. The equipment includes nuclear and
diesel power generators, automotive workshops,
welders, power lines, and many small appliances
that generate radio interference. The basic inter-
ference problem is accentuated by the inability to
obtain a good "earth" into the low-conductivity
permafrost. Thus, it is reasonable to expect that
much of the observed radio interference will be
manmade, emanating from the populated areas by
conduction over power lines and by ground-wave
propagation (Herman, 1970).



A large contribution to the noise arises during
blizzards when electrostatically charged snow and
ice particles interact with antennas (Herman,
1965). In calm weather, at locations remote from
centers of human activity, the noise is mostly
natural, with contributions from distant thunder-
storms, the magnetosphere, and solar and galactic
sources.

Measurements for the survey were largely con-
centrated in quieter areas near McMurdo Station
and Scott Base. A few measurements were also

made within McMurdo Station and Scott Base to
characterize interference close to noise sources. In
addition, measurements were made at the electric-
ally quiet Vanda Station, 100 kilometers west in
Wright Valley, for comparison with levels at the
quieter sites on Ross Island.

Equipment

Although it would have been desirable to measure
noise levels at all frequencies of use to communica-
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Figure 1 (left). Noise meas-
urement sites on Hut Point
Peninsula. Density of hatch-
ing qualitatively indicates ex-
pected relative noke levels.
Hatching w a s determined
from measurements at num-
bered sites. Contour lines at

100-foot intervals.

Figure 2 (right). Noise meas-
urement sites superimposed
on aerial photograph of Hut
Point Peninsula. Note pro-

posed quiet station.
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tions and scientific experiments, only limited
measurements could be made with available equip-
ment suitable for operation in the field. A Stoddart
Radio Interference Field Intensity meter was used
to record absolute levels over the 150 kilohertz to
32 megahertz range, but below 10 kilohertz only
approximate noise levels could be measured using
a transistorized very low frequency receiver.

Results
As expected, the highest noise levels were re-

corded in the immediate vicinity of McMurdo
Station (site 2) and Scott Base (site 4), with the
noise level decreasing rapidly away from these
centers. Power lines appeared to be major con-
tributors (particularly if poorly maintained, as
seemed the case with a transformer at the cosmic
ray building, site 10) . Active experiments, such as
ionospheric sounders, can interfere with both com-
munications and experiments, either through con-
duction along power lines or by direct radiation.
Even passive equipment can be a source of inter-
ference.

During measurements at the riometer building
(site 11) several large noise bursts were coincident
with relay closures and solenoid operation. Ap-
parently, considerable interference was radiated by
poorly shielded and filtered equipment. As the
measurement antenna was about 15 meters from
the building and the receiver was battery operated,
it is probable that the interference was not being

conducted into the equipment along local power
lines, although they, too, could have contributed
to the total radiated field.

Around McMurdo Station and Scott Base, the
noise was impulsive, with occasional high ampli-
tude bursts (probably from operation of welders
or machine tools, although the sources were not
located) . The quietest areas were Marble Point
(site 13), Black Island (site 14), and the areas
north of Second Crater (sites 8, 17). Not only
were the average high frequency noise levels at
these sites often below the receiver measurement
thresholds, but noise in these remote areas lacked
the impulsive character of the interference found
in noisier areas. At VLF, these sites were more than
30 decibels quieter than the very active areas and
the noise was mainly atmospheric in origin. A
strong signal (near 42 hertz) was observed at site
8, but the source was not identified.

Vanda Station (site 12) was established in 1967
as a quiet station, and care was taken to keep noise
to a minimum. The power for the station was a
battery supply on continuous charge from a wind-
driven generator. Unfortunately, some of the
equipment in the station laboratory used inverters,
and these are known to be a source of radio noise.

The principal source of noise at Vanda was the
wind-driven generator; when it was operating the
maximum average noise level recorded within the
base was 18 decibels above 1 microvolt per meter in
a 5-kilohertz band at a frequency of 13 megahertz.
The peak levels at this frequency often exceeded
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45 decibels above 1 microvolt per meter. Stopping
the windmill brought the higher frequency noise
levels down to below the receiver measurement
thresholds. Over the frequency range 150 to 1000
kilohertz ambient noise levels were about 28 deci-
bels above 1 microvolt per meter when almost all
equipment in the base was turned off. Even under
these conditions, the very low frequency noise levels
were above those recorded at the quieter sites on
Ross Island (15 to 20 decibels above that recorded
at site 8)

Considering that Vanda Station was intended to
be a quiet receiving site it was surprising that such
high levels were present. It appears, now, that all
equipment in the base should have been turned
off so the natural ambient noise level could be
measured. Unfortunately, it is not known whether
the noise recorded was generated by the single low-
current inverter that was left running, or by some
natural process. It is known, though, from observa-
tions the previous year, that extremely high atmos-
pheric electric fields are generated by the electrifi-
cation of dust particles that are blown along the
dry valley. At the time of the noise measurements,
and for several days before, winds of 18 meters per
second had been blowing along the valley. During
this period, increased electrostatic field activity
intensified interference conditions.

If the high inherent radio noise level at Vanda
Station is related to the fields generated by blowing
dust, then local climatic conditions in relation to
topography must be considered when selecting
locations for quiet experimental stations.

A quiet experimental station

The design of a station for scientific work is
highly specialized, particularly when diverse experi-
ments must be accommodated. Such a station can
operate at a number of levels—manned or unman-
ned, manual or automatic, data storage or telemetry
link. Restrictions on possible levels of operation
are imposed, however, when a quiet experimental
station is needed.

For example, an automatic unmanned station
incorporating a geostationary satellite telemetry
link, similar to that operated at McMurdo during
1972 (Sites, 1972), offers the possibility of operating
experiments at remote locations basically isolated
from manmade noise. But the type of experiment
that can be incorporated is restricted by the re-
quirements of both the facility and the link. An
alternative is an automatic unmanned station with
long-term data storage, instead of a satellite-relay
data link, but this restricts the type of experiment
to fairly low-rate measurements.

At the other extreme, a manned station suffers
from noise problems because of the necessary home
comforts for the personnel involved. This local
noise can severely influence the operation of experi-
ments and communications equipment in the area.

Furthermore, it can degrade the low noise en-
vironment at nearby "quiet" stations through the
radiation and conduction of the interference fields.
It is important, therefore, that noise generation
within manned stations be kept to a minimum at
all times.

For the Hut Point Peninsula area, it was felt that
the quiet station should be far enough from Scott
Base and McMurdo Station for associated manmade
noise to be negligible, but close enough for year-
round access. The quiet station also should have
access to an area where experimental sensors can
be situated for independent operation, without
mutual interference or degradation of the low noise
character of the site.

Station equipment should operate semi-auto-
matically, with only occasional personnel visits for
the purpose of record checking and general mainte-
nance. With presently available techniques it
should not be necessary for personnel to remain at
the station for long periods.

For certain experiments a link to Scott Base or
McMurdo Station, or preferably a real-time link
via geostationary satellite to the United States or
New Zealand, could transfer data. Other experi-
ments could make use of long-term data storage
so that records can be collected during personnel
visits.

Precautions to maintain a quiet environment at
the station should include strict evaluation and
control of all equipment and experiments at the
site as well as within Scott Base and McMurdo
Station. If noise from the center of human activity
is allowed to increase, conditions at the quiet site
will certainly deteriorate with time. In fact, unless
controls are initiated for operation and placement
of facilities and equipment, noise levels may in-
crease to the point where it becomes impracticable
to carry out sensitive experiments anywhere around
Hut Point Peninsula. Such controls, however, can
only be initiated if the activities of all experimenters
and communicators are coordinated.

Conclusion

The survey has indicated that there are sites
within several kilometers of Scott Base and Mc-
Murdo Station at which the majority of the noise
picked up is natural in origin. As expected, the
greatest manmade noise levels were recorded near
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the centerscenters of activity in the two bases. The differ-
ence between the quietest and the noisiest sites
was often greater than 30 decibels. A qualitative
indication of noise levels over Hut Point Peninsula
is shown by the density of the hatching in fig. 1.
The shaded areas have been obtained by interpola-
tion and extrapolation of measurements made at
individual sites, and give only a qualitative ifl(lica-
tion of noise levels to be expected on, and near, the
peninsula. (For more information on the recorded
noise levels see Sites and Stuart, 1971; Stuart and
Sites, 1972)

Vanda Station was found to have a high inherent
noise level, possibly assOciate(l with electrification
of dust blown along the valley during high winds.
Measurements suggest that more than manmade
noise must be taken into account when planning
a low-noise station.

A strong 42-hertz signal (probably not of local
origin) at one of the quiet sites cannot be ex-
plained. Before sensitive extremely low frequency
equipment can be operated at a quiet experimental
station, an explanation of this feature must be
found.

The survey was successful in locating quiet areas
where sensitive experiments may be operated, but
it also indicated a need for more work to explain
inherent noise characteristics at these sites.
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